Abstract. An elementary and computationally easy proof of the Mazur-Orlicz bounded consistency theorem.
The theorem [3] of the title has been given many difficult proofs involving two-norm spaces and other functional analytic proofs of similar depth such as the Grothendieck interchange and completeness theorems. When elementary proofs were given they involved subtle and refined constructions and estimates. We have known an entirely elementary and computationally easy proof for a few years and have been motivated to publish it by the statement, [4, p. Standard notations and concepts as in [7] , [8] are used as follows. We deal with conservative matrices i. 
WB.
Let x E rf^ n m. By Lemma 2, Ax is conull. By Lemma 4, 5x is conull. By Lemma 2, x G WB.
The Bounded Consistency Theorem. Let A, B be regular matrices with cA n m C cB. Then \\mB x = lim^ x for x E cA n m.
